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A Pile of Stuff on the Table and Reimagining Distance
Colin Charlton + Andrew Hollinger

‘‘

EECOM - GOLD
This isn’t a contingency we’ve remotely looked at.
DR. CHUCK (FLIGHT SURGEON)
Those CO2 levels are gonna be getting toxic.
GENE KRANZ (FLIGHT DIRECTOR - WHITE)
Well, I suggest you, gentlemen, invent a way to put a square peg
in a round hole. Rapidly.

’’

TECHNICIAN
Okay, people. Listen up. The people upstairs handed us this one
and we gotta come through. We gotta find a way to make this . . .
fit into the hole for this . . . using nothing but that.

(from Apollo 13, 1995)

This is, perhaps, the most crucial scene from Apollo 13. Any hope for
returning to Earth depends on whether a group of stocky, crew-cut, shortsleeved, brown-tie-wearing, pocket protector sorts can create a workaround
from limited materials. In fact, it doesn’t yet matter whether the crew will be
able to manually pilot themselves to splash down because, without the CO2
filter, they are dead men anyway. The entire success of the rescue hinges on this
moment of invention.
So there are the rocket scientists, hunched over a table covered by a pile
of stuff. They have a job to do and lives depend on it. And it feels dramatic
because, of course, it is dramatic. Lovers of history and of film know that Gene
Kranz/Ed Harris and his team were able to devise a workable CO2 filter and
eventually bring the Apollo 13 crew home. As important as the outcome is,
though, that pile of stuff on the table is unassumingly significant. It is the
aggregate shape of discovery.
There are moments that feel important even before we recognize what
is happening. That feeling is the potential energy of the moment, of the pile: the
hope, the suggestion, that something relevant and meaningful can happen . . . if
only things can be connected and set into motion, a distance compressed.
Now reimagine the scene: there is still a table piled high with stuff, odd
bits and ends that, on their own, may not mean too much. Gathered around the
table are teachers, high school and college, administrators, students, parents,
community members. The moment is wrought with potential energy:
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something important and meaningful can happen here. The trouble with
potential energy is that it requires a stimulus, a spark, an action to transform it
into something with momentum. Two questions hang in the periphery of this
moment, things each person at that table should be wondering: (1) what is
possible right now? and (2) how do we make that happen?

What is Possible Right Now?
We don’t completely know, but we have ideas. In her introduction to this
issue, Elizabeth Wardle suggests a few things, including a monthly reading and
discussion group composed of any willing stakeholders. For our part, crosspol
aims to be a space for discussion, invention, and experimentation. We are also
active pursuers and supporters of cross-pollinating events, and at the end of this
issue, after our call for papers, we have included a flyer and invitation to a
symposium for transitional writing and math classes. And we have visions of a
national series of Spark events that we hope will develop over the next year
with those of you interested in popup high school-college writing conversations.
Certainly everything that is possible and potential hasn’t been sparked,
designed, or enacted. For example, we suspect and hope that it would be possible
for high school teachers and college instructors to teach in each other’s classes
one or more times in a year as a method for better understanding what
teaching and learning look like in our respective institutions (and to begin
conversations about what teaching and learning could and should look like in
our respective institutions). This dimension of curricular syncopation (an
alternative to the overused alignment) is rich with possibility, especially for
writing students that are working in those in-between reflective spaces of What
should I have learned? and What do I need to know? And that means we need to do
more to bring a diverse range of student voices, high school and college, into the
mix so we can begin to understand, for instance, the everyday consequences of
standardized assessment on student lives or the hybridity of student socialintellectual media usage. If we depend mostly on our own systems of teacher
lore and theory, then we will continue to have an expert-novice community
regardless of how much we argue for our student-centeredness.
The bigger issue may be that the pile of stuff on the table represents the
tools and strategies we have to solve problems that we don’t know exist yet. And
that understanding should probably direct our own inquiry and creation. As
writing teachers, we exist inside a moment of potential energy, and it feels
dramatic because, of course, it is dramatic. But the only way to direct that
energy into something meaningful is to continually spark ideas to see what
catches fire.
As exciting and even fun as these moments of inquiry and invention are,
we have to work to implement promising social actions that emerge from them.
We understand that moments of potential energy lead to learning and new
understanding and confusion, which come back to us as professional and ethical
obligations to act on those realizations. But learning something and then
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willfully ignoring its implications and failing to adapt our pedagogy creates a
moral and academic black hole: what good is learning anything if we won’t let
that knowledge affect our actions? So we break ground.

How Do We Make That Happen?
High school and college writing teachers don’t have to have to build a
CO2 filter. We are surrounded with enough filters already. But we should take
on the construction of a new type of system—a public art that is theoreticalpractical-sustainable. Maybe we can develop our own threshold concepts for
cross-pollination and collaboration, ones that we have to regard and enact in
order to become functioning members of a new community that begins with
that seed shaped middle of the Venn diagram that is high school and college. To
get things started, we can imagine at least four concepts—
•

Listening is the art of community-building. We need to develop new
spaces and ways to listen to one another. Actual listening is not easy.
Even the most generous of us often come to the table with
assumptions about ourselves and each other: who is smarter, more
experienced, better qualified. Instead, we need to assume that
everyone at the table has something valuable to contribute.

•

Collaboration is a requirement for learning and change. We need to write
and read together. One of the suggested threshold concepts for
writing studies is that writing is its own activity and not only an
activity for mediating other ideas. Writing and reading together
means learning together, and those constructive acts are hard to
come by in lives that tend to overtake evenings and weekends,
leaving us drowning in distance-making logistics. We need new
outlets to know, question, and collaborate with each other across
institutions.

•

Levels are imposed not exposed. We need to act like we have the same
students. Why do we so often pretend that students in high school
and college are wildly different in personality, ability, or emotion? We
are all trying to reach, breach, and teach the same students. But the
seduction of preparation clouds that commonality. What might
happen if we changed the game and imagined a population of
students and teachers occupying the same space?

•

Life is adaptation. We need to think about adjustment not as a
necessary struggle, but as an invitation for teachers and students to
invest in a working landscape of writing. That means that we can
invest in rhetorical and strategic cross-pollination—its necessary dead
ends and its emergent new pathways—and be open to the mix of
conversations, terminologies, and processes that will result.
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We look forward to the emerging conversations our contributors have
started here in crosspol’s inaugural issue. Wardle prompts us to consider our
writing thresholds and our discursive outlets. Weimer, Esquierdo, and Guajardo
challenge us to reconnect our pasts and presents as meaning makers. Skarl
shows us that cultural stereotypes can be theoretical touchstones. Garcia maps
a way to help balance rhetorical purpose. Cole asks us to reconsider the
information collection, consumption, and creation habits that define our
learning and teaching. And we . . . well, we hope you find this modest start to
be, as we do, a meaningful collection to engage and interconnect. And we’re
dedicated to how the ideas here can help us resee and remap the distances we’ve
reacted to and perpetuated for far too long.
It’s time to dive into the pile and reimagine the distance to our goals.
Time to share the stories, critically articulate the strategies, and design and
follow through with the research and discussion that will bridge high school
and college teaching and writing.
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